The dynamic nature of hybrid systems involves discrete switching behavior between several operating modes and continuous plant dynamics governed by continuous models in each mode. State estimation is a important class of approaches for online monitoring and diagnosis of hybrid systems, which relies on the estimation of unknown variables using a filtering approach. Focused hybrid estimation methods concentrate on most likely system evolution trajectories based on probabilistic and best-first enumeration. On the other hand, switched Dynamic Bayesian Networks-based particle filter methods track the continuous behavior in individual modes of operation, and switch modes when transition conditions are met. In this paper, we study and compare these two algorithms. The theoretical analysis and experimental results show the advantages and disadvantages of both approaches.
INTRODUCTION
With the increasing complexity of modern automated systems, there is a pressing need for capabilities that more accurately monitor health of the system and can diagnose faults online. Model-based fault detection and isolation (FDI) techniques are widely employed to achieve these requirements (Gertler 1998) . Generally speaking, systems dynamics and control engineering FDI community has developed three typical methods for diagnosis: parameter estimation (Pouliezos et al. 1985) , state estimation (Hofbaur and Williams 2004) , and parity space based methods (Vento et al. 2010) . Our work in this paper focuses on state estimation methods, like observers and filters, that relies on the estimation of unknown variables in system behavior model.
Traditional state estimation methods are frequently used to design diagnosers for continuous systems. However, most real-world systems, such as automobiles, aircraft, power generation, and manufacturing processes are hybrid in nature. The behavior of these systems contains continuous dynamics described by continuous-state variables along with discrete switching behavior at points in time that triggered by external control signals or internal continous variables crossing prespecified thresholds, and resulting in configuration changes in the system. Therefore, tracking hybrid system behavior requires the simultaneous tracking of continuous state variables as well as discrete mode transitions over time.
Recently, researchers have proposed multiple hybrid estimation methods for online monitoring and diagnosis of hybrid systems. (Hofbaur and Williams 2002; 2004) model hybrid systems as concurrent probabilistic hybrid automata (cPHA), and track and diagnose the hybrid system by combing traditional continuous state estimation and hidden Markov models (HMM) belief update. (Dearden and Clancy 2002; Wang and Dearden 2009 ) also model the system as cPHA, but employ a particle filter method to estimate the discrete mode of the system and its continuous states at the same time. (Narasimhan and Biswas 2007) presents a hybrid observer implemented as a switched Extend Kalman filter (EKF), where the mode transitions are based on deterministic conditions. In this paper, we mainly study two typical state estimation methods of hybrid systems: (1) a focused hybrid estimation framework (HME) proposed by (Hofbaur and Williams 2002; 2004) ; (2) a switched Dynamic Bayesian Network (DBN)-based particle filter (PF) observer that combines our previous work (Narasimhan and Biswas 2007) and (Roychoudhury et al. 2008) . Although these two methods are based on different modeling methods, our aim is to evaluate the functionality, compare the performance and analyze the advantages and disadvantages of both approaches.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. First, we will give a formal definition of the hybrid estimation problem, and show a running example: a hybrid two-tank system that contains controlled and autonoumous mode change for this paper. After that, we discuss these two hybrid state estimation methods in detail. We compare their computational complexities, and analyze the performance by studying the experimental results: autonomous mode change detection and the accuracy of online tracking. Finally,we end with the discussion and conclusions of the paper.
BACKGROUND
In this section, we begin with the formal definitions of the hybrid estimation problem, and then present a simple test case for comparison of the different hybrid estimation algorithms in this paper.
Definitions
Online monitoring and diagnosis of complex modern engineering systems rely on state space model with sampling period s T .
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The classical hybrid systems view is employed in this paper, where the evolution of the system takes place at two disctinct time rates: discrete mode changes occur immedidately and instantly, while continuous state variables evolution takes place at the sampling period s T .
Case study: hybrid two-tank system
To compare and analyze hybrid estimation algorithms, we use a hybrid two-tank system shown in Figure 1 R . In addition, two sensors measure the pressure in tank1 and tank2. R as an outflow pipe for tank with higher liquid level but flow source for another tank with lower liquid level. Mode 3 denotes that tank1 and tank2 are disconnected. In Mode 4, both liquid levels are above the height of pipe 12 R , and the flow depends on the difference in pressures between two tanks. 
Where , c k x denotes the continuous state variables: each pressure in tank1 and tank2, and , c k y are observations for these two pressure values. In our work, the height of the autonomous pipe 12 R corresponds to a pressure of 1 psi, so the autonomous mode transition function can be specified as the third column in Table 1 . Furthermore, a possible discrete mode transition function for the whole system can be defined as follow:
STATE ESTIMATION METHODS

A focused hybrid estimation framework
The focused HME is based on cPHA that merges HMM with continuous dynamical system models. A cPHA captures probabilistic mode transitions, while mode transitions in other traditional hybrid automata model is deterministic. Figure 2 shows the modified cPHA for hybrid two-tank system. We decomposition this system into four automata. More specifically, PHA A1 denotes controlled valve 1 Valve with four discrete modes: Open, Closed, Stuck_Open and Stuck_Closed. PHA A2 and A4 describe the tank and controlled drain pipe with same four discrete modes. PHA A3 represents the autonomous pipe 12 R , and contains four discrete modes shown in Table 1 . Since the flow through autonomous pipe 12 R depends on the pressure in tank1 and tank2, additional continous signal flow 1 s u and 2 s u is introduced into our hybrid automata model. These two virtual I/O signal variables determine the discrete mode of PHA A3, which further determine the directionality and value of 3 c w and 4 c w . Figure 3 The Estimation Process for Hybrid Two-tank System at a Single Time-step Based on this modified cPHA model, the focused HME contains two parts. The first one is a HMM-style belief state estimator, which is employed to evaluate and select trajectory candidates with high likelihood; The other one is an EKF bank, which maintains several continuous behavior estimation in individual modes. Consequently, the hybrid estimation process at a single time-step, shown in Figure 3 , is composed of the following two steps: The first step deduces all the possible mode transitions and calculates the prior probability | 1 k k P  according to previous posterior probability 1 k P  and transition probability Ti P for each automaton. The second step performs continuous state estimation using EKF according to the state space model in a particular mode assignment, and then calculates the corresponding posterior probability k P after taking the current observations into account.
Hofbaur and Williams take the negative logarithm of probability to rank the possible transitions and trajectories, and view this process as a best-first A* search problem. As a result, this algorithm can be implemented as an anytime algorithm, and trade-off between accuracy and time complexity can be achieved by selecting the number of most likely hybrid states. The details of this algorithm are presented in (Hofbaur and Williams 2002; 2004) .
Switched DBN-based PF method
The hybrid bond graphs (HBGs) is the core of modeling framework for switched DBN-based PF method. HBGs extend traditional bond graphs (BGs) by incorporating switched junctions to enable discrete changes in the system mode (Mosterman and Biswas 1998) . The dynamic behavior of this switched junction is implemented by a finite state machine control specification (CSPEC). A CSPEC defines finite number of states, and captures controlled and autonomous changes. The mode of the system is defined by a unique combination of the state of each switched junctions. Valve , while the combination of CSPEC4 and CSPEC5 describes the autonomous pipe 12 R . When all the switched junctions are in particular state, the HBG model becomes HG model.
A DBN is a two-slice temporal Bayes net for dynamic system that illustrates not only the relations between system variables at any time slice t, but also the acrosstime relations between the variables (Murphy 2002 The relations between these variables can be generated from observation equations in the state space model. Similarly, the across-time links between the successive times slice t and t+1 can also be derived from transition equations in the state space model. Since the causal and temporal information between system variables can be derived from TCG, the DBN can also be easily constructed from TCG. For lack of space, this procedure is not discussed in this paper, but can be seen in (Lerner et.al. 2000) . According to the common view, the hybrid system is piecewise continuous, and the continuous behavior and discrete mode changes should be combined together.
Switched DBN-based PF method employs the nominal DBN-based PF scheme to track the continuous behavior in individual modes of operation. PF is a general purpose Markov chain Monte Carlo method that approximates the belief state using a set of samples or particles, and keeps the distribution updated as new observations are made over time.
Since the continuous behavior and discrete mode changes will interact with each other as system behavior evolves, the CSPEC need to execute controlled or autonomous mode changes. Explicit controlled changes are relatively simple, but the autonomous mode changes depend on the internal continuous variables. If mode changes occur, the nominal DBN model will be regenerated from TCG in new mode, and use the PF to continuously track system dynamic behavior. The online tracking algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1.
COMPARISON OF THE METHODS
Comparison on functionality
Modeling method Different modeling framework are employed by two algorithms. Hybrid automata (HA) is a general scheme for hybrid system modeling. In this modeling paradigm, hybrid system behavior is defined as continuous system dynamics by means of differential equations and discrete nominal and fault modes changes that switch the continuous dynamics and may reset state variables. The focused HME uses cPHA that extends HA by introducing probablitiy for each mode transition, while the switched DBN-based PF method adopts the HBG that extends BG by incorporating switched junctions. BG describes the continuous behavior in particular system configuration, and HBG can online generate the differential equations for current discrete mode.
Since (Narasimhan and Biswas 2002) had proved that HBGs can be represented as HA to track hybrid dynamic behavior, the critical difference for modeling is that the mode transition is non-determinsitc and probabilistic in cPHA, but deterministic in HBG.
Online monitoring
Due to traditional hybrid system view adopted by two methods, we will discuss the online monitoring from two parts: discrete mode change and continous state estimation.
For discrete mode part, focused HME employs HMMstyle belief update. Each finite automaton in cPHA executes mode transition successively at a single timestep. Similarly, the switched DBN-based PF method tracks on/off mode of each switched junction in the HBG model, and transitioning to the new mode when indicated by CSPECs. In terms of continous behavior estimation, focused HME uses a bank of KF/EKF. Each filter tracks a possible mode of the system determined by discrete mode estimation part. The latter method only uses PF technique for a particular system mode.
Since the probabilistic mode transition is introduced into cPHA, the focused HME reformulates hybrid estimation task as a search problem, and evaluates the possible trajectories or hybrid states using probability values. Actually most of the probability space can be covered by just a few modes, so it is more efficient to track k best hybrid states at each time-step. Moreover, due to the predefined discrete fault mode in cPHA, discrete fault can be captured by this estimation algorithm. Unfortunately, this method handles only discrete faults, and fault detection may lag or faults maybe missed because of fault mode transition with very low probabilities or a small k value.
In constrast, the switched DBN-based PF method only considers a system trajectory, when the system behavior is normal. Therefore, the performance of this method is better than the first one for most of the time. The shortcoming is that backtracking is inevitable, once a fault is captured by a fault detection module. Since fault may have happened in a previous mode of the system, a fast roll-back process needs to be executed to capture the real fault occurrence time. After that, a quick roll-forward will be done to catch up with the current time without the knowledge of a correct model. These operations may consume much computational resources depending on the delay in fault detection. In general, this algorithm makes a practical assumption that most faults will be detected within l mode transitions from the actual occurrence of the fault, and the value of l need to determined by offline analysis (Narasimhan and Biswas 2007) .
Comparison on estimation accuracy
In order to evaluate the estimation accuracy for these two hybrid estimation algorithms, we apply them to the hybrid two-tank system in Figure 1 in several scenarios. In this paper, we only show a 70 second simulation data generated from Matlab Simulink with sampling rate of 0.01 second. Figure 6 and Figure 7 show the mode sequence and actual value for the pressure of each tanks, respectively.
Figure 6 Mode Sequence of Controlled and Autonomous Components
As can be seen from Figure 6 , both controlled mode changes and autonomous mode changes occurr in this scenario. Initially, all the tanks are empty, and Valve stays Open during the simulation period. Moreover, the autonomous pipe 12 R will execute four mode changes at 11.16s, 18.87s, 50.45s and 63.52s.
Figure 7 Pressure for Each Tank
It is well known that the most challenging aspect of hybrid estimation algorithm is how to monitor the autonomous mode transitions and employ the appropriate discrete mode to estimate the continuous state. Therefore, we present the first experimental results that compare the performance of these two algorithms in autonomous mode change detection. We employ four performance criteria in this work: (1) average detection time (ADT), i.e., the average time to detect the autonomous mode change; (2) mean delay time (MDT), i.e., the mean delay in detecting a mode transition; (3) worst case delay time (WSDT), i.e., the largest observed delay over a set of experimental results; and (4) false event rate (FER), i.e., an autonomous change event is recorded when there is none. In this experiment, we signal a event as a false alarm if the mode change is predicted to occur before the actual mode change. Table 2 displays the experimental results that are mean value of 10 runs for the four autonomous mode changes in this simulation scenarios with 10db Gaussian white noise. There is little difference between the average performance of these two algorithms. However, the WSDT and FER value show that focused HME has poor stability. The reason for this phenomenon is that the probability is introduced into the first method, and each autonomous mode transition probability needs to be recalculated using Monte Carlo method at every time step. All the non-determinism results in inaccuracy of autonomous mode change estimation. In the latter method, all the transitions are deterministic. As a result, the performance of autonomous mode change detection in focused HME is close to switched DBN-based PF in the best case, but focused HME cannot provide the stable results.
Moreover, we compare the performance of online tracking for these two algorithms with different noise: 10db and 20db. Data is also run 10 times for each experimental condition, and mean square error (MS) and maximum deviation (MD) of residual are used to evaluate the estimation accuracy. Table 3 shows the statistical results. As expected, the online monitoring performance gets worse with increasing noise. Moreover, comparing focused HME, switched DBNbased PF have better estimation performance. In fact, the estimation error are mainly from the inaccuracy detection of autonoumous mode change. The main reason why the performance of these hybrid estimation algorithms differ is that the methods they use to handle discrete mode change. The focused HME method employs A* search to determine the k-best hybrid state at each time-step. (Martin et.al. 2005) analyzed the complexity of A* search for single initial state. The best case time complexity is roughly n b  and the worst case time complexity is n b , where b is the branching factor and n is the depth of the tree. For focused HME method, b is the averge number of possible successor modes per HA and n is the number of automata in cPHA. After taking the filtering part into account, the best case time complexity becomes ( ) n b k k F     , while the worst case is
The complexity for switched DBNbased PF method is relatively simple. Only n discrete mode transitions and a single filtering need to be executed at each time-step, so the time complexity is n F  . The computational complexity of focused HME method is much higher than the latter method.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we compare two hybrid state estimation algorithms from theoretical and experimental aspects. A common running example is adopted to help us evaluate performance of estimation accuracy.
From the functionality view, these two hybrid state estimation algorithms use distinct modeling methods: cPHA and HBG. Although these two modeling methods have lots of differences, the significant point is that cPHA defines the mode transitions to be nondeterminsitic by assign a probability value for each transition, while the mode transitions in HBG is deterministic. This characteristic further determines their differences in processing discrete mode changes. Focused HME employs best-first A* search to execute discrete mode change, while switched DBN-based PF method only performs discrete transition for each automaton corresponding to switched junction in HBG.
As discussed earlier, the advantage of the focused HME is backtrack-free, because k-best hybrid states are captured at each time-step. Due to multiple filter at a single time-step, the computing is relatively expensive. Furthermore, this method can detect discrete faults, but fault detection may be lag and even be missed. On the other hand, the switched DBN-based PF method has less computation complexity, because it only tracks a single system trajectory. Unfortunately, once a fault is detected, the computation may dramatically go up, depending on the delay in detecting the fault. This method needs to backtrack within l mode transitions from the fault detection time and roll forward in a model-free manner. Therefore, the latter method may not be well-suited for the hybrid systems that have frequent discrete mode changes.
Our experimental results demonstrate estimation accuracy for these two algorithms. The average performance of both methods is relatively close, but focused HME has worse stability, because of the probabilistic mode transition. Inaccuracy autonomous mode change detection further leads to higher estimation error. In addition, the computational complexity confirms with our above analysis. Focused HME method consumes much more computational than switched DBN-based PF method when the system behavior is nominal. However, the latter method has other risks or shortcomings such as backtrack and a predefined maximal mode transition times once a fault is detected.
The running example in this paper is a simple hybrid linear system, and the behavior of the system exhibits significant difference between different modes. Therefore, it is easy for switched DBN-based PF method to capture the correct discrete mode. One direction for future research is to apply them into realworld linear and nonlinear hybrid systems, and further analyze their strengths and weaknesses. Moreover, particle filtering methods are typical hybrid estimation algorithm that has been widely used for online monitoring and diagnosis of hybrid systems. Hence, we are also planning to give a comprehensive comparison and analysis of these three typical hybrid estimation techniques in theoretical and application level.
